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welve-year-old Reeve Watson

speaking/communicating (not all animals

the opportunity to publish a wide range of voices from the diverse

will be playing young

talk). This show makes room for more

autism community.

Simba in the adaptation

creative input from the cast too.”

of Disney's The Lion King,
Kids! Show, May 29-June 1 in

Fredericksburg, VA.

World-renowned livestock specialist and autistic advocate Temple
Grandin sheds light on issues of identity, Applied Behavior Analysis,

by either a girl or boy. It’s easy to adapt

and the notion of curing autism.

– the organization and sponsor provides

characters for anyone with a lead or

sensory-based theater and arts programs

ensemble because the ensemble is just

passionate open letter to autism parents, sharing tips to guide them

for individuals with disabilities. Its vision

as important. It’s great to do this with all

through “one of the most difficult (and most rewarding) journeys a

is to transform the world by offering each

levels of experience performing, because

parent could have.”

individual the opportunity to flourish in

you can adapt based on a person’s need or

the community.

goals and comfort level onstage.”
In this issue, Autism Digest focuses on

Writer, lecturer, and advocate Thomas A. McKean writes a

by Publishers Lois Jean Brady & Matthew Guggemos

H

tools you can use, while Parent Representative on the STEPVA Board

new publishers of Autism Digest.

of Directors Brigid O’Leary explores the value of drum circles for

the participants with special needs who

Broadway play. It “empowers people with

spent eight weeks to learn West African

special needs through artistic expression

rhythms on different instruments, focused

and sensory exploration” according to

primarily on drums —ranging in age from

executive director Jan Monroe, program

14 to 28—who participated in a program

director/music therapist Sarah Garner,

titled Drumming 4 Every 1 in which they

and adult participant Noah Finch. The

learned to play West African rhythms on

world’s most knowledgeable sources, written in plain English,

show comes a year after Finch’s successful

drums and different instruments over

because autism is complex.

performance of his show “A Special

eight weeks. As a result of that success,

Lois Brady and co-publisher Matthew Guggemos are excited to

COVID-19 Musical” in April 2021.

they were asked to participate with their

continue providing the best actionable information for parents and

Monroe

drums in the Disney program and other

educators. We won’t be recommending you go and buy a $6k VR

programs upcoming.

headset, but we will try to make sure you know what simple steps

“looked at the

The actors/drummers include Ryan

We know how special this magazine is. As

experienced speech-language pathologists and

Certified Autism Experts (and an autism mom),

we’ve seen how Autism Digest delivers exactly what so many autism

you can take when your kid gets a diagnosis, when the holidays are

O'Meara, Noah Finch, Emilia Michaud,

drawing near, or when you just need to get your child out from under

available and

Katie La Salle, Warrick Couture, Raymond

the table, so you can take a shower!

what the cast

Nelson (son of Ray Nelson, Drum Circle

composition was.

Facilitator), Carson Baiz, Matthew Ruffalo,

therapy to help autistic kids to communicate. Because this is our

We looked at the

and Reeve Watson (on cover), the 12-year-

mission, we don’t want to change autism. Autistic people will always

level of difficulty,

old who will play the young Lion, and

have autism, with all the challenges and unique gifts that come with

complexity of

Jay Kircher, and Aiden Gibson, the latter

it. We know that to live a fulfilling life, every person needs other

music, and theme

playing their drums in the pre-show and

people, so we’re passionate about giving each autistic person the

of the show…Lion

seating.

tools to express themselves fully.

(See page 16 for the article Drumming

social communication.
Finally, Liz Irish, a health sciences librarian, discusses the
lightning fast passage of time as she reflects on her family’s journey
through high school graduation.

parents need for decades: expert insights and guidance from the

Disney musicals

King was selected

Occupational therapist Paula L. Simpson explains the many
benefits of using music with children, and shares simple tips and

ello! We are thrilled to introduce ourselves as your

film of the same name, as well as the 1997

explained we

In clinic, we like to use everything from music to animal-assisted

It’s not always an accepted opinion, but we believe — and have

Lois Jean Brady has over 30 years of
experience as a practicing Speech-Language
Pathologist. She’s a Certified Autism Specialist
(CAS), and she also holds certification in
Assistive Technology and in computerbased
interventions. Career accomplishments
include Winner of two Autism Speaks App
Hack-a-thons, a Benjamin Franklin Award for Apps for Autism and an
Ursula Award for the Autism TodayTV. In addition to Apps for Autism,
she has co-authored Speech in Action and Speak, Move, Play and
Learn with Children on the Autism Spectrum. Lois gives international
presentations to both family members and fellow professionals at
conventions and seminars on autism and technology.

Matthew Guggemos is a speech-language
pathologist, certified autism specialist,

seen time and time again — that every autistic child has the ability to

drummer, researcher, and publisher of Autism

learn to speak or write. This observation led us to become assistive-

Digest. As the co-owner of iTherapy, a Speech

(most know the

technology specialists, and we’re now the proud creators of multiple

Pathology Corporation, Matthew supervises

show), is more

communication apps designed to help non-verbal or minimally

numerous clinicians who provide services

easily adapted

verbal children learn language and literacy skills. With the help of the

for those that

right evidence-based techniques, we’ve seen countless non-verbal

don't want to be

children start to communicate with their family and teachers.

because it has
name recognition

for Every 1.)

for insurance companies, state-funded early
intervention programs, school districts, and private clients. Along
with Lois Brady, Matthew also owns iTherapy,LLC, which creates

We love to challenge assumptions when it comes to autism. We

educational technology that has been funded by the National Science

stage (animal

believe in a forward-thinking, science-based approach, and we have

Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, Epic Games, Microsoft,

costumes) and

completed three autism-related research projects for the National

Snap, and NewSchools Venture Fund. Matthew is the winner

those that have

Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health. We aim to

of Mensa’s Intellectual Benefits to Society Award for his design

greater difficulty

continue the progressive outlook of this fantastic magazine and relish

contributions to InnerVoice, iTherapy’s flagship product.

recognized on
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this show as it has many…character
options or roles that could be played

The show is based on the 1994 animated
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promotes the hiring of skilled communication instructors in schools.

Sarah Garner explains they “also chose

Fredericksburg, VA-based 501(c)3 nonprofit

Sponsored by STEPVA Inc. -- a

Cover photo courtesy of
Elizabeth Lamp Photography

In this issue, autistic writer Ido Kedar shares fascinating insights
into the experience of being non-verbal in a verbal world and

Program director and music therapist
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THE WAY I SEE IT by Temple Grandin, PhD
By observing many teachers working

Answers to Autistic Advocates’
Questions About Identity,
ABA, and Curing Autism

with young two-to-five-year-old children,

is often a relief, because it explains their
problems with relationships. Autistic
individuals have written their own stories
in my book Different Not Less.

Autism Terminology
In my more recent lectures and
the most recent edition of The Way I
See It, I no longer use the terms “high
functioning” and “low functioning”
autism. For autistic children over age
six, I use the terms “verbal” and “non-

I

have been receiving more

important to expose kids to many different

questions about my position

things that could turn into careers.

regarding terminology, such as

During my career, I have worked with

subjects ranging from ‘identify

many colleagues who were autistic but not

first’ versus ‘person first’ language,

officially diagnosed. They were welders,

adequate vitamins to pregnant mothers.

I have learned that effective teachers,

when I was a small child, I would have

Andre Sourander and his colleagues in

regardless of who employs them, all do

been a total addict. One time I thought I

Finland found that Vitamin D deficiency

similar things. They know how to engage

had played a video game for 30 minutes,

during pregnancy greatly increased the

the children. I define a teacher of small

but I had played it for several hours.

risk of autism. Autism is associated with

two- to four-year-old children as effective

Research clearly shows that individuals

hundreds of different brain development

if the child progresses.

on the autism spectrum are more likely

genes and, if it was eliminated, there

1. The child should like going to therapy.
If the child hates therapy, the teacher
may be causing sensory overload.
2. Th
 e child learns more speech and
becomes more socially engaged.
3. Th
 e child learns how to wait and take
turns at games.
4. The child learns more skills, such as
dressing.
ABA was originally developed to be

to become addicted to video games. My

would be no future Einstein’s, Elon

mother restricted TV watching to one

Musk’s, or Michelangelo’s. Autism is a

hour a day on weekdays and two hours a

true, continuous trait and in its mildest

day on weekends.

forms it would be a personality variant.

During my travel to conferences and

emotional relationships, and others

have observed two pathways for fully

are more interested in their careers or

verbal autistic adults. They either end

favorite subjects.

up playing video games all day or they
are out working. I have seen many
individuals really “blossom” when they

in very young infants. They are less like

for regular school. My advice to parents

got out and did more things. If the young

to be interested in looking at people.

about books that were written by non-

and therapists is to emphasize the

adults were going into wonderful careers

Training parents to socially engage their

verbal individuals who were able to type

importance of early education of very

in the video game industry, I would not

babies, using the Denver Start Method,

completely independently. These autistic

young two- and three-year-old children.

be critical. Unfortunately, that is not

may reduce symptom severity. This

individuals describe sensory overload,

The Denver Start Model, Ayres Sensory

happening.

model emphasizes play, social, and

sensory scrambling, and problems with

Integration, Augmentative and Alternative

controlling their movements. These books

Communication and Behavioral

games, but their use should be limited.

are “must reads” for parents, therapists,

Momentum are also evidence-based

Limited use of multiplayer games, in

involving extremely early intervention,

and teachers who work with individuals

programs. In Behavioral Momentum, the

which players can talk to each other can

where parents are trained to socially
engage with their babies.

I do not believe in banning video

who remain non-verbal. These titles are

therapist starts with an easy task the child

provide friendships. For an autistic adult

wants to do and, then, they progress to

who plays video games all day, there

Don’t Move, The Reason I Jump, and Fall

tasks you want the child to do. ABA is not

may be opportunities to replace them

overwhelmed by sensory overload

Down 7 Times, Get up 8.

the only effective program. It is one tool in

with something else. For example, three

are major problems for some autistic

Answers to Questions About
Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)

the toolbox. The best ABA programs are

young adults were introduced to auto

individuals. It is my opinion that finding

flexible and will use a variety of approaches.

mechanics, and they found that it was

effective treatments for sensory problems

autism spectrum prefer the term ‘autistic,’

my life have been with friends who had

are really bad. In the first type, the child

because it is their identity. Many teachers

the same shared interests that I had, such

or adult is forced into sensory overload.

and educators prefer the term ‘person with

as horses. When I was a teenager, I had

This can be really painful. Unfortunately,

autism.’ My first book Emergence Labeled

discussions with people in the shop on

there are still some poor programs where

There are two rigid forms of ABA that

Autistic used ‘identity first’ language. It

how to build things. I always got along

the practitioners do not believe that

was published in 1986.

really well with the person who was

sensory problems exist.
The second type of poor ABA is forcing

more interesting than video games. I

should be a major research priority.
When I was a tiny baby, I stiffened if

for everybody, but these were three

someone wanted to touch me, because

successful examples of replacement.

I did not want to be touched. Anecdotal

Issue of Curing Autism
I like the logical way that I think. and
I do not want to be cured. I have been
criticized because many years ago I

rigid compliance, which ultimately stifles an

made a statement that “In an ideal world,

purpose. Today, I want to help both

opportunity to find a career they will love.

older child’s creativity. If a child is fixated on

the scientist should find a method to

young and older autistic individuals to

I have worked with many undiagnosed

cars, then that interest should be broadened

prevent the most severe forms of autism

get fulfilling jobs. I am asked all the time

autistic people who loved their jobs in a

and used as a motivator for teaching reading

but allow milder forms to survive.”

how I got interested in the cattle industry. I

skilled trade, computer programming, or

and math. A common mistake with ABA is

Advocates on the spectrum have accused

was exposed to it when I visited my aunt’s

being a professor.

not phasing it out with an older child or adult

me of favoring eugenics. I am totally

who no longer needs it.

against eugenics. I favor methods that

6
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Sensory oversensitivity and becoming

am not advocating auto mechanics

I want kids on the spectrum to have the

For older people, receiving a diagnosis

language skills. There is also exciting
new research on the beneficial effects

Carley’s Voice, How Can I Talk if My Lips

professionals. Some of the best times in

ranch when I was young. This is why it is so

Research is showing that it is possible
to detect possible early signs of autism

a little kid’s program to get them ready

machinery designers, and drafting

an interesting career. This gave my life

Some people are more interested in social

discussion at virtual conferences, I

telling parents, therapists, and teachers

other terms. Advocates who are on the

different who worked in the shop.

may reduce severity, such as providing

If video games had been available

verbal.” I have also made a point of

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) and

The initial path I chose was to have

Position on Video Games

evidence indicates that carrying the very
young baby around for several hours a
day in a commercially available strap-on
baby carrier may reduce touch sensitivity.
Deep pressure and vestibular stimulation
from hours of being carried may be
helpful. These carriers are available
in every Wal-Mart. They might help
reduce future touch sensory problems.
Reducing the pain and confusion from
overwhelming sensory input would
greatly improve lives.

Continued on page 8
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The effects of early intervention on

Vitamin D levels during pregnancy and

called ‘Environmental Enrichment.’

Another easy-to-do intervention is

social communication outcomes for

offspring spectrum disorder, Biological

This is also an evidence-based treatment.

children with autism spectrum disorder:

Psychiatry, 90(11):790-797.

Each day, a child is gently stimulated

A meta-analysis, Journal of Autism and

with a combination of sensory inputs

Developmental Disorders, 50(5):1683-1700.

enrichment as a therapy for autism: A

such as smelling a variety of pleasant

Fuller, E.A. et al. (2020) The effect of

clinical trial replication and extension

odors combined with deep pressure.

the Denver Start Model for children with

The principle is to always keep changing

autism spectrum disorder: A meta-

the stimuli and to always stimulate two

analysis, Brain Sciences, MDPI.

different senses at the same time. This

Hume, K. et al. (2021) Evidence

Woo, C.C. et al. (2015) Environmental

Behavior Neuroscience Vol. 129, pp. 412-422.
Woo, C.C. and Leon, M. (2013)
Environmental enrichment as an
effective treatment for autism: A

is enjoyable therapy that may reduce

based practices of children, youth,

randomized controlled trial, Behavior

sensory problems and improve behavior.

and young adults with autism: Third

Neuroscience, DOI:10.1037/10033010. 

Further Reading
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Schoen, S.A. et al. (2018) systematic
review of Ayres Sensory Integration
intervention for children with autism,
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MEET TEMPLE GRANDIN
ANYWHERE YOU ARE.
You can hear Temple talk

Temple is an internationally-respected
specialist in designing livestock handling
systems. She is also the most famous

anywhere! Listen to her

person with autism in the world today. She
is the subject of the Emmy Award-winning
HBO biopic Temple Grandin. She frequently
writes and speaks on the subject of autism,

insights and personal

sharing her personal experiences.

experiences on facing
the challenges of autism.
Visit our website for a schedule
of

with Temple and

other esteemed experts.

Question and answer
period included on
each webinar!
www.fhautism.com
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PERSPECTIVES by Ellen Notbohm
In that spirit, I offer you a list called “Alike,

(cognitively and behaviorally) if he eats

find them silly or tiresome.

Not Less—Fifty Ways Your Child with

a nutritious breakfast.

He needs adults who remember what it

Autism is Like All Children.”

He will do significantly better in his

felt like to be a kid.

afternoon classes and activities if he

He needs adults who will explain the

Like all children—
He has personal interests.
He has fears.
He has preferences.
He has ideas.
He has dreams.
He has feelings that are hurt by the
unkind actions and words of others.
He has a self-image, also influenced by
the actions and words of others.
He has a sense of humor, which may
not be the same as yours.
He is growing; his body is changing, his

E

He will have wet dreams; she will
menstruate.

Like all children—
She makes mistakes.
She forgets stuff.
She remembers stuff—beware!

so much common with "typical" kids, and

She gets tired—physically, mentally,

that we’ll see that when we step back from

emotionally.

being 100% focused on their differences.

She gets cranky when she’s tired—

Association plans to narrow

clothing and shelter, but also to do so in
a respectful manner.
He needs you to take good care of
yourself, so you can take good care
of him.

Like all children—

physically, mentally, emotionally.

“the right way” to play with toys may

in no way negates the multitudinous
characteristics they share with all

Ellen is the author of Ten Things Every

cannot learn through play, such as

Child with Autism Wishes You Knew, and

traffic safety and cooking.

three other award-winning books on

She needs to hear more praise than

autism. Visit her at ellennotbohm.com.

criticism—every day.
She needs to feel heard.
She grieves when she loses something
significant to her. Her grief may not
look like yours would.
She wants to feel valued.

the definition of autism in next year’s new

(sic) child.” Any parent or teacher of a

Temple Grandin, the way Temple’s mother

taught.

fifth edition of Diagnostic and Statistical

child with Asperger’s will glom onto

insisted her daughter be viewed. Our kids’

She needs instruction, encouragement

Manual of Mental Disorders1, while this

a list like that, right? And much of the

differences are easy to see, often glaring.

and practice to form a good habit or

past March, the Centers for Disease

counsel in the piece was sound. But here's

But if we neglect looking in at least equal

break an undesirable one.

Control announced new findings placing

what got me: the article used the term

part for their similarities to other children,

She needs to be able to trust you.

the incidence of autism in children at 1

Aspergers child (or Aspergers youngster )

we will never see the whole child. It’s

She needs to feel safe.

in 882, up from 1 in 156 just ten years ago,

twenty-six times; the advice contained in

through those similarities that your child

Until she feels safe, she can’t learn to

and 1 in 750 when Bryce was identified

the nearly all those instances applied to

or student will forge connections to others,

trust others.

He will develop his self-image built

in 1995.

all kids. The article stated that “Aspergers

and those connections are what will

She is influenced by adult example.

on dualities: good/bad, smart/stupid,

She needs ways to contribute
meaningfully.
She needs to experience the natural
world in all its wet, dry, hot, cold,
rough, gooshy smells and touches and

determine in such great part his success

Her attention span is greater for some

attractive/homely.

have trouble remaining calm amid chaos,

in life as a dynamic, self-sufficient adult.

things than for others.

He will defend himself when

about what makes our kids different from

respond well to creative play outlets and

It’s through those similarities that we

She can learn.

typically developing children. And talk

fun ways to blow off energy, etc. And

see that his autism is only part of who he

about it we must, because it is the basis for

they do—as do many, if not most, kids.

is, not all of who he is, not to blame for

spurring the kind of action we need to be

The biggest take-away from a such a

every one of his quirks and foibles, not the

able to equalize some of these differences,

list should be the realization that our

source of every one of his abilities

to teach our kids the skills they’ll need

children with autism or Asperger’s have

and charms.

He needs good medical care.
He will do significantly better in school

1 The updated Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, Text
Revision Dsm-5-tr by American
Psychiatric Association was published
on Mar 18, 2022
2 The Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
Autism and Developmental Disabilities
Monitoring (ADDM) Network in 2018
estimated the identification of autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) in children at
1 in 44.

Like all children—

children” reflect their parents’ moods,

He needs adequate sleep.

References

sensations and sounds.

children with autism step up the dialogue

Like all children—

*
© 2012 Ellen Notbohm ellennotbohm.com.

She needs to be taught things she

She can’t know what she hasn’t been
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some aspects of our children’s humanity

“play.”)

line from the 2010 biographical movie
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kids leaves most of what’s important in
the shadows. Being different (not less) in

not match yours. (Look up “toy” and

fifty tips for calming an angry “Aspergers

Each year, we who live and work with

“Different, not less” is not a useful
duality when the light it shines on our

alike, not less. 

productive adults.

“Different, not less” was the riveting

feels he belongs.

She likes to play with toys—although

to join the flow of life and community as

I recently came across an article touting

word or deed.
He needs you not just to provide food,

her definition of “toy” and “play” and

rises to ever-louder levels

The American Psychiatric

He needs spaces or places where he

will kick in.

ach year, autism “awareness”

But it’s only half of the discussion.

caring adults.

He needs his good efforts rewarded, by

He will reach puberty; his hormones

adolescence.

of analysis and controversy.

He needs a certain amount of privacy.

children, all the ways in which they are

He will experience the mood shifts of

From the archive: Autism Asperger’s Digest, November 2012

tough things like death and sex.
He needs long-term relationships with

She needs to play.

brain is developing.

Alike, Not Less

eats a nutritious lunch.
He needs unstructured time to dream.

emotionally, verbally or physically
cornered, by lying, lashing out,
evading, or by any other means
available to him.
He needs you to answer to all his
questions, regardless of whether you
www.autismdigest.com | May 2022 – July 2022
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Luke's Family Shares A SECRET:
Problem-Solving with Lucy Jane Miller’s Method

O

By Carol Stock Kranowitz, MA

vernight camp with

Overnight camp with classmates?

classmates? No way!

With a few accommodations -- You bet!

Overwhelming sensory

challenges would surely
drive 12 year-old Luke into

Example of A SECRET

changing endeavors. It can not only have

Challenge Area: Getting Dressed

a major impact on the child but also make
For example, parents and teachers at

moods? I won't reason with her or make

an IEP meeting could collaborate on

demands when I see her burrowing into

problem-solving tasks. A proactive

her bed. Instead, I can say, "You look

problem-solving approach like this is

comfortable! Wouldn't it be nice to spend

definitely A SECRET to share! 

Luke the words to use in triggering

the whole day snuggled under the covers?"

situations. And it taught us that parents

Being empathetic may draw her out.

A Changed Family

have the agency to find safety valves for

Looking back, Luke, now 16, says,

sensory kids who can't measure up to

strategy? A morning back rub or rolling a

teachers' expectations."

therapy ball over her may get input into

"I've always been interested in using my
brain to influence how I acted. A SECRET

What A SECRET Means

her skin and muscles that will prime her

anticipation of being immersed in nature,

gave me a set of 'sensory tools' to use. They

A SECRET is an acronym for seven

to get dressed.

with the confusing sounds of warbling

were hard to learn at first, but now they're

elements: Attunement, Sensation, Emotion

birds and babbling brooks ... of sleeping in a

hardwired."

regulation, Culture (customs, habits or

her Emotion regulation in the moment?

routines), Relationship, Environment, and

Perhaps playing her favorite upbeat

For instance, rules are especially
important to Luke; he gets annoyed when

Task. Implementing A SECRET, parents,

music, or brightening (or dimming) the

anxiety.

people disrespect them. Today, instead of

teachers, children and teenagers learn to

room lighting would get her in the mood.

But Luke didn't want to lose being part of
So, his family used a problem-solving

having a meltdown or requesting a break

analyze these seven elements in sensory

so he can leave the classroom, Luke knows

or motor challenges and then come up

Kranowitz is an
OT-wannabe.
Her book, The
Out-of-Sync Child:
Recognizing

E = Can she do something to affect

of eating not-Mom's food triggered Luke's

the group.

Carol Stock

S = Can I find a fun, feel-good Sensory

an incoherent state of emotion. Even the

tent packed with unpredictable kids ... and

school and family life much smoother.

A = Can I improve my Attunement
to my daughter’s emotional needs and

C = What could I change about the

and Coping with
Sensory Processing
Other ideas are hooks or bins for a kid's closet.
Here's a cute idea from Better Homes and Garden:
https://www.bhg.com/decorating/closets/reachin/clever-closets-around-the-house/

Differences, has
just been issued in its third edition.

www.CarolStockKranowitz.com

Culture or patterns of our family's
E = What in our Environment could I

to jump or stretch to get calming input into

with ideas that may lead to smoother

behavior? (This element focuses on how

method that occupational therapists

his muscles and joints. He says, "I don't

functioning. A SECRET is not a rigid

one does things at home or wherever the

change? I can install hooks in her closet

To learn about using A SECRET, go to

call “clinical reasoning.” This involves

have to remove myself when something

formula for what to do, but a flexible format

challenge occurs; it does NOT refer to the

so she needn’t fuss with hangers, or set up

sensoryhealth.org/search/

analyzing what is happening around and

happens in the environment that I can't

for how to think about manipulating these

arts or to ethnic customs.) Our custom

labeled bins (T-shirts, Socks, etc.), instead

node?keys=A+SECRET

within the child and then thinking of

control. I know how to self-regulate. I

elements.

modifications to help him become more

know what to say."

comfortable in his body and environment.
The proactive, preventative approach the

Luke's mother says, "A SECRET

First, choose one challenge area, such
as getting dressed. Then ask yourselves

permeated our home culture and changed

questions about how to alter a few of

is to dress before breakfast, but we can

of a visually confusing jumble in a drawer.

Meanwhile, consider this sample chart

change the culture so she can dress

A dressing schedule posted on the wall

with another adult who knows your

afterward.

may help, too.

child well. Under “Challenge Area,” write

R = Could I retune our Relationship

T = Can I add or subtract a Task to

the problem your child is having, such

family used is called A SECRET, explained

our parenting. It gave us the power to

the seven elements. These changes may

to motivate her? Letting her wear what’s

change the situation? She could lay out

as “Math homework.” In other columns,

below. It was developed by Lucy Jane Miller,

advocate for our son. One of our angels, his

pertain to sensory-motor based skills that

comfortable and not saying what looks

her clothes the night before, or use a

fill in ideas where you can, such as “Do

PhD, OTR, founder and former director of

OT, gave us permission to make changes

the child struggles with, including self-

best may help her dress quickly. We

visual schedule and check off each item

8 push-ups for proprioception” under

the STAR Institute for Sensory Processing.

that could be perceived as odd," like the

help skills, fine-motor skills, coordination,

could plan a Mother-Daughter shopping

as she goes.

Sensation, or “Put on Mozart” under

(See her book, Sensational Kids, as well

motel arrangement. "It was epic for us to

or organization. As an example, let's

trip on a quiet weekday when she can

as another book she co-authored with

learn we were good parents."

imagine a daughter whose problem is

select new clothes.

therapists Lisa Porter and Doreit Bialer,
entitled, No Longer A SECRET: Unique
Common Sense Strategies for Children with
Sensory and Regulation Challenges.)

Luke's father adds, "The process gave

Implementing A SECRET takes a bit of
practice, as do all worthwhile and life-

Emotion regulation, or “Play outdoors
first; start homework later” under Culture.

putting on clothes in the morning.

Problem-solving with A SECRET (Sample Chart)

Luke, his parents, his OT Lisa Porter,
and his teachers worked out a winning
compromise. During the day, Luke would
do particular physical exercises to get the
proprioception and movement his nervous
system required. He would think hard
and use willful control to stay calm in
overstimulating woodsy experiences. And
at night, he (and his Mom) would sleep at
a motel.
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I Blinked
By Elizabeth Irish, MLS

can’t stop blinking any more than we can

I blinked at the kind eyes of his doctors

stop time. We usually refer to blinking

who knew that he wouldn’t just “grow out”

my mind as I straightened our proud

All these thoughts rushed through

as a euphemism for time passing quickly.

of challenges. I even blinked when I woke

graduate’s cap and tassel. Sure, the trip

I’m sure you’ve heard the expression, "in

up praying that the day before was just a

from newborn to adult went fast. Way

a blink of an eye?" But did you know

dream.

blinks serve an important purpose

Yes, I do believe that in those blinks,

too fast. CJ’s high school journey was
complete, but where to next? Let’s face

aside from keeping our eyes from drying

we are giving our brains a much-needed

it, life doesn’t end at 18 either, does it?

out? Ten years ago, a group of Japanese

respite. Whether we’re blinking or

It’s going to continue on with its share of

scientists hypothesized that blinking

blocking a hard memory, well, I suppose

trials and triumphs.

gives our brain a time to rest.2 Blink for a

that’s a matter of interpretation. As a

Don’t get so caught up in the daily

moment and think about that.

parent, I see blinking as a form of self-

struggles that you blink and miss your

I wonder then, what if we

care or, perhaps, self-preservation. We

baby growing up. Blink when you need

metaphorically blink during stressful

need to blink, regroup, and take a breath

to for rest, but don’t let those blinks keep

times as a form of rest? I blinked when

sometimes before we can continue. We

you from reveling in the victories.

the terrible twos never seemed to

just need to be careful that we don’t

disappear. I blinked again when my

become so focused on the challenges

families, and to everyone’s wins along
the way!

brother and sister-in-law suggested that

that we inadvertently blink during

maybe CJ wasn’t responding to others in

victories. We’ve all seen the posts on

a typical fashion. “He was just focused on

social media by a parent celebrating their

the keychain,” I thought, “not a problem.”

non-verbal child hugging them for the

I blinked through the psychologist

first time. A non-verbal child giving an

asking us if we had ever heard of Temple

unsolicited hug is definitely a moment to

Grandin before gently telling us our six-

be celebrated!

year-old had Asperger’s. I continued to
blink through all the comorbid diagnoses.

Congratulations to all graduates, their

Elizabeth
Irish, M.L.S.,
A.H.I.P., is a
health sciences
librarian

There were many times that some of

specializing

CJ’s victories may have seemed somewhat

in education

unorthodox to a casual observer. For

and consumer

instance, while he can build a desktop
PC from scratch, he often struggles with
behavioral and social mores. So, we

W

celebrate those types of accomplishments
as well.
hen CJ was about
two months old,
I was thumbing

words that caught my eye were “Hair on
your baby boy’s chest.”
I’m not sure why those words had such

Flash and I do mean ‘flash’, forward,

What are some of my favorites? Well,

and here it is almost 19 years later. CJ

we didn’t blink and miss the day he

is standing in front of me with a huge,

brought a certificate home from school

through one of

an impact on me. Perhaps it was fatigue

cockeye grin, while I straighten his

stating he and a friend had gotten

those freebie parent

as CJ seemed to believe that sleep was

graduation gown and honor stole. He’d

along all day. Given their arguments

magazines that used to mysteriously

optional. I stood frozen staring at the

done it. He was a high school graduate!

were fodder for daily notes home, a

appear in our mailbox. Since I’m a

page. In my sleep-deprived state I vividly

librarian, it probably won’t surprise you

saw his childhood race before my eyes.

clean-shaven son, I realized that despite

the principal and teacher was met with

that -- even in my new parent half-dazed,

My brain couldn’t wrap around what was

my resolve not to miss a moment of his

hearty congratulations! We also didn’t

exhausted state -- I still skimmed through

ahead of him: school, friends, homework,

growing up, I’d blinked. Just like the lyrics

blink when he went into a GameStop

the pages to help me figure out what our

clubs, scouts, graduation, adulthood. In

in Kenny Chesney’s song, “Don't blink,

alone to buy a game despite his anxiety.

adorable, albeit cranky new baby boy

retrospect, I may have hyperventilated a

you just might miss, your baby's growing

That seemingly simple transaction was a

needed.

little. The thought of time moving at the

like mine did…”

huge accomplishment. When he stayed

In that moment looking up at my

1

I wish I remembered the magazine,

speed of light dragging our lives along

So, just how often did I blink

but the article was a back-page, personal

with it was overwhelming. I eventually

throughout CJ’s childhood? Well,

congratulatory certificate signed by

onstage throughout an entire class recital
without making a break for the nearest

perspective. The title was something

put the magazine down, crept beside

scientists believe that humans blink 15-

exit, it was a moment too good to miss!

along the lines of “What New Parents

his crib to gaze at him, determined

20 times a minute, putting the average

Again, those might not be moments

Can’t Imagine.” As I focused on the text

to commit every development, every

at 28,000 blinks a day. Multiply that by

everyone would appreciate, but those of

late that December evening, the first

achievement, every moment to memory.

twenty years; that’s a lot of blinking. We

us on this journey completely understand.

14
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Pa-Rum Pum Pum Pum:

Come, They Told Me
One of the students, Ryan O'Meara

Drum Circles Offer
More than Drums

has an intellectual disability and a
communication disorder. His mother,
Teresa Hall, explained that he can be
hard to understand, especially when
he's excited, but he does “use his voice,
in conjunction with gestures” to be
understood.
“He greets people with a 'hello' and
may ask 'how is your day?' He uses
compliments as a way to communicate.
He also loves country music and often
turns to it as a way to connect with
others.”
Ryan had inquired about drums in the

Drum circles offer the flexibility to meet participants where they are, and can be tailored to those with disabilities.

past, so when the opportunity first arose
for him to audition for STEPVA's spring

piano or keyboard, something more

special education advocate and parent

musical, Disney's The Lion King, Kids!

melodic,” Nelson said.

of an autistic son, Nelson knows from

As well as join Drumming 4 Every1, Hall
jumped at the chance.
“I did talk to him to see if he wanted to
do it. I am not sure he truly understood

amazing thing is some of them with no

this was to be a learning experience, he

[previous] skill level are doing amazingly

wanted to change that.

Drumming 4 Every1.
“Regardless of ability, you can have fun
playing a hand drum. Anyone can learn
this,” said class facilitator, Ray Nelson. “A
lot of them now already have musical
ability and talent that they've developed
on their own. Seeing them using it in
drum circle is amazing.”

T

Sponsored by STEPVA Inc. -- a Fredericksburg, Va.-based 501(c)3 nonprofit -- the ten participants with
a variety of disabilities —ranging in age from 14 to 28—were there to make music in a safe, healthy
environment for an hour weekly over the next eight weeks, which involved learning to play West African
rhythms on different instruments.

16

Nelson first picked up drums in his
middle school band but expanded his
repertoire into hand drumming early in

he excitement is palpable as those who had enrolled in ‘Drumming 4 Every1’ arrived for a
unique class created “to empower people with special needs through artistic expression and
sensory exploration.”
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and that many adults in their lives “are
only interested in what they can't do.” As

what exactly that meant, but, once he

That is one of the primarily goals of

by Brigid O'Leary

“They were all beginners with
drumming,” Nelson continued. “The

experience that in school, students with
disabilities don't always get a fair shake

attended the sessions, he really seemed to
enjoy it,” she said.

Drumming 4 Every1, offered by STEPVA, introduced participants to West African drumming. clockwise from the left: Ryan
O'Meara, Matthew Ruffalo, Carson Baiz, Raymond Nelson, Ray Nelson (drum circle facilitator), Aiden Gibson and Jay Kirchner.

O'Meara has had guitar lessons, but he
did not have a percussion background.

his adulthood. He became a certified drum
circle facilitator a few years ago and has led
drum circles for STEPVA in the past.
“The average skill level coming into
the first drum circle, with percussion,
was pretty low. Many didn't have any
experience with drumming. A few had
been to previous drum circles, but most
of them who played instruments played

well. Watching them listen to each other
and just stop for a minute and then start

“The main thing we do is set these kids
up in a place that they know they can't

playing something different -- every week

fail. Once you take failure off the table,

they do it more and more. That's really

they're willing to explore. I need them to

the growth.”

explore,” he explains. “Everything you do

Shall I Play for You
While Nelson has led some community
drum circles in the past, he opted to take
Drumming 4 Every1 a little further.
“When I started, I was thinking I'd
do more on the educational side,” he
explained. “I wanted to honor the history
and culture. I did that for the first few
weeks, but I could see they were bored,
so now I mix the education into the
playing. We learn the rhythms – wedding
procession marches, war spirit songs,
hunting songs – I can still honor that
without making it boring.”
Nelson sets the beat for the class
early with a large Senegalese djembe
and bells tied around his ankles. As a

is correct. There's good, and there's better.
Everything you play is good, but you can
always get better.”
The nature of drum circles is inclusive,
supportive, and adaptive. Nelson
explained that a guiding factor in being
a drum circle facilitator is to “know
your audience, get to know them,
support them as best you can to play the
instruments.”
Between his own experiences as a
parent and the family's involvement
in STEPVA, “I'm very cognizant of the
different ways disability can present.” He
described some of the adaptations he's
made for students. “One kid has sensory
issues regarding opening his hands to
www.autismdigest.com | May 2022 – July 2022
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freedom with West African drumming

percussion is his favorite part of the

at least one song at the show, to set the

than there is following a specific song

experience so far.

tone, and details are being worked out

on sheet music, which allows the
participants of Drumming 4 Every1 to
learn their own ways.
“Every now and then, someone will
spin off and do their own thing, and it's
distracting. It happens with autism. As
long as I have the basic beat going, most
of the circle will stay with it. The core of
the circle sticks around. Some who go
off track will go way off track, and then
they'll realize it doesn't fit, so they'll stop,
and listen, and get back in the groove,”
Nelson explains.

I Played My Drum

surprise.
“We learn a rhythm, try it, then have
free play. In free play, I hear them using
rhythms they've learned before and (they
also) create their own rhythms. They'll

lobbied to have a mini-recital for the
parents on the last day of class, long
before the musical hits the stage.

Me and My Drum
While Bàbátúnde Olátúnjí did not
bring West African drumming to the

listen to others around them and try to

U.S. to work with disabled populations,

complement it or tweak it. That's the fun

and Arthur Hull did not codify it into

part,” he said.

a practice for teaching drum circles

Of course, there's a social component

specifically for that purpose either,
as such, it can reach people on every

supplement for different therapies. They

team. The social setting encourages

level. “It's adaptive enough for any group,

encourage—but do not require—bilateral

drummers to interact and learn to

because so much can be taught and

coordination and movement.

communicate with one another, finding

learned in a drum circle. Music is more

the best way to make themselves

about listening than playing. And that

understood.

transfers into real life, being able to stop

want it to move, especially working with
a group of people with disabilities. I want
everyone to access the drums as well as

Hall is seeing the benefits at home with
her son Ryan.
“He likes to tell us what he did, in ‘his

for a minute and be able to tune into real
life. We assume people do that naturally,
because we learned it growing up, but

possible. If someone can't use their hands

way.’ I also see him greeting others with

it's not innate for some disabilities. Even

much, give [them a drum] that needs a

excitement in the class,” she said.

if it's just for the drum circle right now,

mallet,”

gave him a mallet.”

sometimes in ways that catch Nelson by

together like they would on an informal

getting your body to move the way you

percussion. (So),for the second class, I

memory and recall in drum circle,

music as well. As a testament of the
success of the program,the participants

Nelson contends it is an art form and,

“It's ergonomic,’ Nelson says. “ It's

play the drums. He wasn't into body

Participants are also working their

for accompanying some of the recorded

as well, as participants learn to work

Drum circles can be a fun, organic

Ryan O'Meara

He Smiled at Me

It’s also adaptable from a physical
therapy standpoint.
“The first week we did body percussion,”

While that worked for the short-term,

Nelson said. “One, it's easier to teach

Nelson wouldn’t leave it there. He worked

the basics without having to yell over

with the young man to push himself,

the drums. Two, I wanted them to

slowly, to try different ways of playing, to

As parents wait upstairs in the lobby
of Movement Mortgage -- a corporate

I hope it will apply to other settings,”
Nelson added.

sponsor of STEPVA that's allowing the

Teresa Hall says that the “gains have

group to use space for the drum circle

certainly been beneficial for her son Ryan

-- Hall doesn't get to see what's happening
in class.

O’Meara. “I wanted to provide him with
an opportunity to express himself and be

“Ryan, specifically, is talking to

part of creating something with music.

know wherever they go, they have an

people on either side, and talking to

I couldn't be more pleased to have this

stretch himself and find ways to play the

instrument. Clapping, snapping, patting

me across the circle,” Nelson said. “He

hand drums in a way that worked for him.

their body. We still incorporate that while

is engaged; he's making eye contact,”

drumming. It's nice to see that during the

Nelson said, adding he and other STEPVA

knuckles and fingernails. He's not hitting

circle. They can do that when they're tired

coordinators encourage O'Meara and

“He will play hand drums with his
hard enough to hurt himself. He sat

of playing the drums. It's okay to take a

other participants, nearly all of whom at

next to me, and I was able to coach him,”

break and listen to others; I encourage

the very least thank them personally after

Nelson continued. “I won't tell you how

them to do that if they can't think of

class. “I encourage it, because we want

to play the drum. I'm hoping by the end

anything to play. That body percussion

them to talk. They're engaged enough to

of the eight weeks, he'll be opening his

piece has carried over more than I

want to talk to me.”

hands and playing it that way.”

thought it would.”

Drum circles offer a flexibility that is
ideal for disability groups. There's more

18
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Carried over, indeed. When asked,
O'Meara made it clear that the body

The class was started in conjunction
with STEPVA's staging of Disney's The
Lion King, Kids! The drum circle will play

(L-R) Aiden Gibson, Jay Kirchner, Warrick Couture and Noah Finch

opportunity for him.”
While those in the class—and
on the waitlist—are there for a fun

For Hall and O'Meara, that's already
been the case. “He has starting to say
goodbye to his friends,” says Hall.

experience, Nelson and his wife Kelly
are coordinating a ‘connect group’
for parents of disabled people in the
community, because it can go beyond
“just” making music.
“I want these kids to be in the place that
they know the person they're working
with believes they'll succeed. They don't
always get that from school. Confidence

Brigid O'Leary is a parent representative on
the STEPVA Board of Directors and serves
as the organization's media coordinator.
She is also on the editorial staff of Key
Media & Research (KMR), a B2B publishing
firm for the fenestration and glazing
industries, headquartered in Stafford, Va.

is what I want them to leave this class
with. I'd love it for them to play drums. It's
a great way to change your mood but, if
the only thing they take out of my class is
that they're good at something, that's fine.
Success is its own reward,” Nelson added.

Drum Circles for everyone
For more information on drum circles in general or starting
one in your area, check out these resources:
Ray Nelson
Special education advocate and drum
circle facilitator.
nelsonadvocacy.com
Village Music Circles
Founded by Arthur Hull, who created the
drum circle facilitation program
villagemusiccircles.com

Drum Circles Facilitators Guild
The organization that drum circle
facilitators use to share information and
communicate with each other.
www.dcfg.net
Matthew Ruffalo
www.autismdigest.com | May 2022 – July 2022
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Talk-Aloud Tips for
Everyday Life with
Your Autistic Child
By Shoshana
Levin Fox, EdD

T

alk to your child!” I urged

talk-aloud technique called “soliloquy,”

Jamie’s mother.

developed by my brilliant mentor, the

She looked at me in shock
and disbelief.
Confused and distressed,

she replied, “But he doesn’t even look at

you up, up, up. Now I’m going to put you
down very gently. And up you go again.”

Why is it important to talk to my
nonspeaking or barely speaking child?

As your child lines up tiny cars, extend
a verbal bridge of connection where

me. He barely makes a sound. When he

Imagine that your autistic child came
into my office and told me, “It’s hard for

red one first, now yellow, now blue, and,

do with what’s actually happening. And

me to talk and, the truth is, I hardly ever

finally, the green one.”

you’re advising me to talk to him?

do, but you know what, my parents have

none existed before: “You’re putting the

Outdoors, let your verbal commentary

“My doctor at one of the best clinics

stopped talking to me, and that makes

add meaning to sensory experiences: “That

anywhere told me there’s not much use

me feel lost.” Behind that nonverbal, or

fire engine noise hurts your ears. It’s loud.
That upsets you. Finally, it passed us!”

talking to him. He said that autistic

nearly so, autistic-looking exterior is a

children don’t understand language

child who wants and needs to hear your

anyway, and that I shouldn’t waste my

voice. He or she may not be showing

and clearly. Your slow, clear speech

language.” Remember to emphasize

energy, because talking to Jamie is like

you this in any way, but your words and

makes it more likely that language will be

key words when you’re using phrases

even your voice communicate to your

absorbed by your child.

and sentences that are a bit longer: “First,

And she burst into tears.
Swallowing my anger at a doctor who
would assume that a nonverbal child
doesn’t understand language and then

child: “I’m here, reaching out to you and

How should I talk to my child? Slowly

What if my child does not respond?

including you, even though it may be

Be aware that he or she still needs to hear

hard for you to respond.”

your voice. Keep being that voiceover.

rhythm and music (prosody) of spoken

we’re going to the supermarket, and then
we’ll visit Granma.”
How can I expand on my child’s

Describe what is happening within your

language? Don’t just repeat what your

convey to a parent a negative vision of

on brain plasticity shows that when

child (feelings) and around your child

child just said, add a word or two. If your

Science helps us here. Current research

her autistic child’s potential, and – even

areas of the brain are stimulated, more

(activity, actions, events), whenever you

worse -- counsel a parent not to talk to

neural connections are formed. The more

have the energy.

their child, I focused all my energy and

stimulation, the more neural connections.

empathy on Jamie’s mother in an effort
to help her understand the importance of
talking to her autistic son.
If she were going to take a sharp 180°
turn toward talking to and, in time,

Talking to your child creates
connections in more ways than one!
What should I talk to my child about?

child says “carrots,” you might respond
“Mmm, yummy carrots” or “you love

The talk-aloud technique of soliloquy
can help warm up that language channel
even if your child is not making eye

carrots,” emphasizing key words, as you
continue to speak slowly and clearly.
What if my child only makes sounds

contact with you. He or she will still hear

or babbles? Speech begins with simple

Describe what’s happening right now or

your voice and, over time, that can make

sound production (vocalization),

what just happened or what’s going to

a difference!

babbling or gibberish follow, then

with Jamie, she would need my help to

happen. Quizzing your child by asking

understand why it was so important that

many questions like “What’s this?” puts

Should I use only very short phrases?

syllables, words and, finally, phrases

While some techniques rely on the

and sentences. Every step along the

she talk to him -- despite his minimal,

too much pressure on the child. Instead,

briefest verbal messages to an autistic

path of communication development is

almost absent, expressive language. She

simply describe what’s going on in a

child, Feuerstein’s talk-aloud technique

important. Sounds are the raw material

must learn how she could interact with

natural voice, talking right to the heart

recommends phrases or sentences that

from which speech develops. The more

him verbally most effectively.

of your child. Get comfortable being the

are “not too long and not too short, “so

gibberish, the better!

voiceover in the documentary of your

that your child learns to attend to the

Jamie and his mother are a fictional
composite, based on the several thousand
autistic children I have been privileged
to help. But the confusion, distress and
anguish of the parents I have advised are

Here are some examples of what this
might sound like in real life:
As your child continues a self-involved
activity, you describe what’s going to

whether it is worthwhile speaking to

happen. “You’re busy lining up all your

a child who does not respond as they

blocks. I need to run to the store to get

expected or hoped.

some milk. Daddy will watch you. I’ll be

parents talk to their autistic child in ways

Continued on page 22

child’s life.

real, as they wrestle with doubt about

Below are basic pointers to help

Autism Digest | May 2022 – July 2022

late psychologist Professor Reuven
Feuerstein.

does say a word or two, it has nothing to

talking to a wall.”
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As you roughhouse with your child,
describe what you’re doing: “I’m lifting

back soon. Here’s a kiss for you.”
As your child screams in the bathtub,

that can positively influence the child’s

be the voiceover: “You really don’t like

verbal communication development.

the water. I’ll make it warmer. This is

These points are drawn from a parent

hard for you. We’ll do this very quickly.”

The late Professor Reuven Feuerstein was
an innovative psychologist whose unique
educational/developmental philosophy,
methods, assessment techniques and cognitive
development materials are applied throughout
the world. He founded the multidisciplinary
Feuerstein Institute in Jerusalem, to which
families from Israel and the world over
come for nonconventional assessments and
treatment for children and adults with special
needs that include genetic syndromes, autism,
brain damage, and learning disabilities.
www.autismdigest.com | May 2022 – July 2022
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and then bridge to the here and now.

increase the length of the phrases or

Child (unrelated to present): “Pickles

sentences you speak to your child, when

and cheese.”
Parent, relating and bridging: “Right,
last summer we had a picnic with lots of
pickles and cheese. Now we’re walking
in the snow, and I’ll make you hot
chocolate soon.”
Or, Child (unrelated to present):
“Rocket ship.”
Parent, acknowledging and bridging:
“You love to look at pictures of rocket ships.
This sled can be like our rocket ship!”

In An Autism Casebook for
Parents and Practitioners: The
Child Behind the Symptoms,
published by Routledge, Dr.
Levin Fox shares encouraging
stories of children’s progress,
original insights, and practical
pointers for parents, drawn
from her twenty-five years at
the Feuerstein Institute.

child is more tuned in. You can gradually

Here are a few examples.

Or, Child (related to the here and now):
“Frozen.”
Parent, acknowledging and expanding
the meaning: “Right. Our hands are

you see those little signs that suggest that
your child is absorbing more language
and is beginning to respond a bit more.
Tired of describing your child’s actions
and feelings? Just share aloud what’s
happening with you! For example, “I wish
daddy didn’t have to stay so late at the
office. I’m hungry. I’m going to make us
some spaghetti. That will be yummy for all
of us. And we’ll have some soup too!”
Wasted energy and effort? Not at all!
Behind the nonresponsive or minimally
responsive exterior is a child longing to
hear your voice. So, talk to your child and
enjoy it! It’s developmentally sound.

freezing.” Or adding: “Maybe you’re
remembering the movie ‘Frozen’ with so
much ice.”
Can talking to my child make a

Shoshana
Levin Fox,

difference? The short answer is an

EdD, is a child

emphatic “Yes!” Remember, though, we

psychologist,

are talking about a process of warming up

play therapist/

Try imitating your child’s sounds

that channel of communication and not

supervisor,

or babbling to create a little babbling

about an event. Genuine growth of any

autism

conversation. Treat your child’s babbling,

kind takes time, and there is no quick fix.

specialist and

gibberish, sounds and isolated words as
if they are a conversation starter. Child:
“Buh buh buh.” Parent: “Yes, we’re

I encourage many parents to speak
more generously to their nonverbal child.

the author of
the parent-friendly An Autism Casebook

When they began to do so, they notice

for Parents and Practitioners: The Child

at first the miniscule changes and, then,

Behind the Symptoms. She shared her

if you’re not sure what your child meant.)

more obvious changes, in a process that

wealth of experience in numerous

Position yourself so there’s a better

often leads from gradually improving

worldwide conference presentations and

walking to the supermarket now” (even

chance for eye contact but don’t demand

eye contact to more vocalization, more

professional publications based on her

eye contact when using the talk-aloud

gibberish, and more words. Sometimes

work using play-based methods to assess

parents sense their child’s stronger

and treat young autistic children.

descriptive technique.
The important thing is to respond

SUMMER READING

17.95 | JUNE

$

19.95 | JULY

$

emotional presence or observe that their

verbally to your child’s vocalization,
creating what DIR®Floortime
practitioners call “circles of
communication.” Close the sound/
babbling/word circles your child initiates

Also available at

by responding verbally and, then, open
more circles with your own words.
How should I respond when my child
seems to be talking nonsense, not related
to the here and now? Treat the unrelated
sounds/words as if they were conversation

www.fhautism.com | 817•277•0727

starters. Relate to what your child says
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Top Tricycle a Sweet Ride
for People with Special Needs

Music and/or creating sounds can be utilized to build rapport
with both verbal/non-verbal children, because music builds
confidence, which can increase relationships. Nonverbal
children can utilize music to learn gestures and other forms
of communication while watching others dance and sing.
Nonverbal children or children with limited speech can learn
to work together with peers by exploring different sounds on
objects, such as boxes or use of wooden spoons and pots and
pans. Music can also mirror emotions. As children learn to
make different beats/sounds, they can increase their ability to
express themselves in various ways, which includes expression
of their emotions.
Always observe for signs and symptoms of sensory

By
Paula L. Simpson, OTR/L, ASDCS
& Melody S. Schneider, COTA/L

L

dysregulation! Pay close attention to your child’s various verbal
and non-verbal cues. It is very important to detect changes in
comfort, tolerance, and environment while listening to music. 

Great for individuals with the desire to
ride a bicycle but unable to balance on
a traditional bicycle. Currently used by
individuals of many ability levels.
Introducing the Nuvotrike, which has a
patented design with a spring suspension
to potentially absorb joint stress when
transitioning over different surfaces.
This simple design eliminates a chain
and the weight of the larger trikes on the
market. The ability to fold combined with
a weight of just under 50 pounds allows
transport of the Nuvotrike in SUV’s,
minivans and larger sedans.

It is currently being used in schools
for children with special needs in their
physical therapy settings.
Mission: It is our mission to provide
a low-cost tricycle for individuals of
many ability levels currently unable to
balance on a bicycle, as the parents of
these individuals have a large financial
burden with daily living expenses in
raising their children with special needs.
The Nuvotrike is available on our
website at www.nuvotrike.com or
by calling 347-620-1234. Please
contact us today if you are interested
in this new product.

Tips and tools you can use!
1. Opt out for music that causes dysregulation.

et’s Talk Music! Listening to music has so many

challenges is crucial in the success of your child’s listening

benefits, specifically to children because it impacts

tolerance during an unfavored or challenging activity.

numerous areas of development.
Music positively impacts play among children.
When music is incorporated into functional play

When children and adults listen to music together, they share
moments that can increase trust and rapport. Parents can
build upon that engagement by asking questions and utilizing

activities, children find ways to learn new skills including fine

emotions/facial expressions during the music’s song. Asking

motor skills, gross motor skills, body awareness, eye contact, letter/

questions about the interactive play can enhance problem-

number recognition and communication skills, all-the-while

solving skills and build approaches to successful learning. This

increasing the child's ability to build relationships with others.

may result in increased eye contact, awareness of others and

Music can affect children in many different ways. Because

objects within the child’s environment with others. This can

music is a multi-sensory activity, it motivates responses, which

also enhance your child’s ability to build relationships and

can be a calming or stimulating effect. Music can affect mood and

social engagement. While listening to music, the adult can

behavior, including happiness, sadness, fear, or anger.

incorporate body part identification to increase body awareness,

If listening to music while playing with toys, the child can
increase object function and sequencing. An adult can increase

coordination, and balance.
The musical sound effects help with associated brain

2. Choose the best environment for listening
(limit distractions).
3. C
 hoose the best volume according to your
child’s auditory sensory needs.
5. Have fun!

Making a difference in the lives
of others, one song at a time!
Paula is the founder of Bridges of Possibilities,
a pediatric therapy clinic that specializes in

actions that could increase communication skills and

occupational, physical and speech therapy

song and rhythms to teach appropriate function of objects. Song

language development. Musical experiences also promote the

services for children with special abilities. She

beats and tones can be used to help increase sequencing skills.

enhancement of verbal skills.

If a child loves to listen to a favorite song, the adult can increase

Playing music in a group can increase social skills. Some

is also the founder of the MY Kid Counts, INC,
a non-for-profit organization that provides

the child’s interest during specific tasks. When the adult utilizes

children may become full of excitement, sharing moments

resources and training for families of children

music during play, the child often increases imaginary play skills

with peers. Because music is engaging and fun, it can promote

with special abilities throughout Northwest

by pretending to have the toys “dance” or “sing.”
Being aware of your child’s sensory auditory needs and
Autism Digest | May 2022 – July 2022

Now Accepting New Patients!

4. Encourage your child to sing or dance along.

a child’s attention span while playing with toys by utilizing the

24

Product: Nuvotrike 20-inch tricycle.

positive behaviors. By exploring different environmental sounds,

Indiana. Paula is the author of the book entitled, Sensory Integration,

creativity and problem-solving skills may also be demonstrated.

Now That Makes Sense!

Our Mission

“We are dedicated to providing the highest quality of holistic therapeutic
services through creativity, compassion, and clinical excellence.”

PEDIATRIC SPECIALTY SERVICES

Occupational, Physical & Speech Therapy • Consulting Services/Trainings
1579 EAST 85TH AVE. • MERRILLVILLE, IN 46410
Our clinic now
has DIR providers!
Phone: 219-525-4973 • Fax: 219-648-2916
www.bridgesofpossibilities.com
bridgesofpossibilities
www.autismdigest.com | May 2022 – July 2022
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“School”
An Excerpt* of Chapter 4 from
Two Worlds by Ido Kedar

to be bitten or paper clips that needed

and enthusiasm for her work and hope

counting 4+4 on her fingers. “1, 2, 3, 4 plus

to be untwisted, proving to his teacher’s

for her students. Anthony loved her

1, 2, 3, 4 is 8.” She helped him trace the 8.

Double Buck Publishing, 2018

dismay that he didn’t understand the

back. Her positive energy and personal

words ‘backpack’ or ‘closet.’ But on this

warmth made her a comforting friend.

day, Anthony succeeded. His backpack

It was lucky for Anthony that she had

was in the closet. He sat on the chair.

these attributes because otherwise he

in a socially conventional way, Anthony

hand in return. Mrs. Lester, his buoyant

turned to the kinesthetic world around

teacher, came up and gave Anthony a hug

him.

in greeting. “Good morning, Anthony,”

His own hands made interesting
shapes. His own mouth hummed and

W

hen the school
bus pulled onto
Pine Street, it
was barely light
out. Anthony was

waiting at the curb with his mother. He
was always the first passenger. The yellow
minibus then wound its way through the
suburbs to pick up four other boys who
were going to special education classes,
turning what would have been a fifteenminute ride into an hour.
His mom had no choice but to send
Anthony on the long ride. His brothers
went to other schools, and the timing
was too messed up for their mom to drop
them all off. His dad, meanwhile, had to
leave for work well before the school day
began. So, for Anthony, the long, dull bus
ride became his passage to a long, dull
school day. This morning was no different.
Sitting on his bouncy, plastic seat alone,
Anthony put his nose to the window. He
listened to the other kids joke and share
their games, but he might as well have
been on the moon. None of the other
kids had autism. They were in special
education classes, so they rode the
special bus to school, but they had little in
common with a non-talking boy. Since no
one approached him, and even if they had
he wouldn’t have been able to respond
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she sang.
His class consisted of five other

On plenty of days, Anthony’s body

nearly six feet tall with spiky grey hair,

reinforced the conclusion that Anthony

a former pole-vaulter. She loved her

didn’t understand language, simple ideas

wander randomly around the classroom,

job, loved her students, loved Anthony,

and purposeful learning.

distracted by pink erasers that needed

loved teaching and had lots of passion

wasn’t cooperative. Then, he might

“Good job, Anthony!” Mrs. Lester
beamed.
At school Anthony moved constantly
between his two worlds. One could

“Come on, Anthony,” Lily cajoled,

Oh duh, thought Anthony. Math came
easily to him.
No one knew. It was his own little
secret. In his head, math was like a game.

might not have been happy at all to go to

He multiplied double digits by single

school. Mrs. Lester kept her class moving

digits in his head. It amused him to

and involved in many different learning

figure out equations. It was mortifying

activities.

to Anthony that people thought he was

made interesting distractions. Perhaps

children with autism. Nearly all of

say that Autismland was his real

he alone enjoyed his droning hum, but

them had no speech nor a means to

world because he had built his sense

he did enjoy it and couldn’t resist the

communicate beyond their most basic

of personhood there. Because his

processing disorders. Lessons were

the neurological capacity to understand

pleasing, buzzing vibration in his throat.

wants. Only one student, the lone girl,

processing of sensory input was

simple, mostly repetitive and designed

sums at grade level and beyond, but to his

The problem was that they were all
geared for students with language-

too confused or too intellectually behind
to grasp that adding 1+1 made 2. He had

But lovelier than anything was the blur

could make words understandable. But

marred, that inner world was a bursting

to impart the most basic concepts. It

instructors he appeared to be a confused

outside. The stationary pole and tree

her words were the same phrases uttered

landscape of sound, sensation, color, and

was boring. Autismland beckoned

simpleton.

became streams of light and color when

thousands of times, parroting television

movement. Anthony engaged in constant

appealingly.

the bus passed them. Vanishing into

programs, singing song lyrics, echoing

dialogue with it, trying to cope with

the patterns of light, Anthony retreated

the last thing Mrs. Lester said. The staff

the overwhelming amount of sensory

had a math worksheet in front of him.

him hard on one arm, trying to get

from the chaos in the bus. If they didn’t

regarded her as “higher functioning”

information he took in. How could he

It was the same kind of worksheet he

him to participate in their world—the

acknowledge him, who cares? he thought.

because her speech allowed her to

not? On the outside, this looked like what

had last year and the year before and

educationally-boring, sensory-

I have my own private life to go to.

communicate basic replies.

his teachers called “behaviors.”

he was sure he would get next year too.

overwhelming real world—while

The equations were not hard: 1+3, 4+4,

Autismland grabbed his other arm to

5+2. He had to solve them and write

resist, to retreat, to get high on his own
messed up neurology.

Anthony sat with Lily at the table. He

Tug-of-war life. Parents, teachers
and his team of professionals pulled

To the other kids, Anthony probably

Not so for the silent boys, including

didn’t seem approachable. His face had a

Anthony. Babbling, grunting, moaning

moving string that waved tantalizingly

far-away gaze. His placid, expressionless

or shrieking passed for speech thar was

or he paused to stare at dust illuminated

the answer, but Lily felt Anthony didn’t

features seemed void of intentionality. He

unintelligible, except to the few people

in a beam of sunlight or discovered the

understand math. Mrs. Lester suspected

didn’t smile a greeting. He couldn’t, of

who were accustomed to their poorly

miracle of shadows moving while he

he had no concept of what a number

neurological stepping-stones, hopping

course, but they didn’t have to know that

articulated repertoire. Anthony’s teacher

walked, he was transfixed in the picture,

was, and Anthony had no real way to

from stim to terrible frustration, from

to ignore him. He didn’t talk. He moved

knew that when Anthony verbalized, “ba-

his body intensely, magnetically thrilled,

communicate his answers. This meant

overwhelmed senses or boredom, and

his hands funny. He made annoying

ba,” it meant bathroom. “Sa-weh,” meant

hands up and flapping.

lots of mistakes and hand-over-hand

back to stim. Hop, hop, hop.

noises. He was kind of—well, totally—

sandwich. But other ears heard only

weird. Anthony laughed out loud at the

gibberish.

vivid light show he alone saw. He didn’t
need them, he told himself.
When Anthony got to school, he
entered his low-functioning autism class
with Lily, his aide. Lily had long brown
hair tied in a bun on the top of her head.
She was wearing pink shorts and an
old t-shirt with a college logo on it. She
stood and twisted a loose loop of her hair
before adding it to the bun. “High five,
Anthony,” she said unenthusiastically

“How do you understand them?” the
visiting principal remarked one day when
observing the class. “I can’t make heads
or tails out of that.”
“Years of practice,” Mrs. Lester
answered drily.
This morning, his teacher was in a

When he drowned in a beautiful

The "real world" of his teacher
had to pull him back. “Hands quiet,
Anthony,” Mrs. Lester said, firm yet warm.
But Anthony enjoyed the buzz
immensely. Was there a reason to return
to her interminable lessons of days of the
week or colors? He might have enjoyed
the lesson if it taught him something
new, like learning the days in another

“Put backpack in closet,” she told Anthony

language or discussing color and light

Lily followed him to the closet,

and moved her open hand in front of

prompting him through the drill. “Sit on

his face. She waited for him to touch her

chair,” Mrs. Lester told him next.

Continued on page 28

evaporated the thrill of his senses. She

cheerful mood. She had loads of energy.
in bright Pidgin English.

prompts. As with his drills, school often

Anthony had to make his way on

prisms, but, “What color? Blue. What
color? Red,” was not worth leaving the
beauty of his interior panorama.
Mrs. Lester was a giant of a teacher,
both literally and figuratively. She was
www.autismdigest.com | May 2022 – July 2022
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how smart he was, but his motor system
refused to let him.
For Anthony, the fact that he was being
treated for a language processing input
disorder, a disability he didn’t have, left
his actual disability -- the breakdown in
his body’s ability to receive and act on
instructions from his mind -- unexplored
by professionals. He received hours of
professional treatment every day, but
he knew that his treatments actually

An Open
Letter to
Autism Parents

prevented him from truly being helped.
His real world was based on operant
conditioning. In school, it earned
Anthony lots of tokens. If he participated,
if he answered questions or stayed in his

It was so frustrating, she thought, for

He knew that the hours of drilling in

Anthony not to understand the lessons.

words he already understood satisfied

Intractable autism. That’s what

everyone except him, because everyone

everyone believed. The system supported

believed he was receiving the most and

chair or completed the simplified activity

this outcome. In a low performance

the best he could get.

in his class, if he kept his hands quiet

autism class filled with lots of hugs and

This was the heartbreaking, horrible

and didn’t engage in his stims or self-

lots of high-fives, it was missing academic

fear he tried to flee --that he might never,

stimulatory behaviors, Anthony got chips

expectation, little opportunity existed

ever be able to show anyone who Anthony

in green or blue. Ten chips won him a

for Anthony to prove that his knowledge

was, that he would live his whole life

treat. This was the scientific strategy they

surpassed ABCs, months of the year, days

one-sided: spoken to but not answering,

used to get him to engage in their world.

of the week and hot, cold or rainy weather.

discussed but not able to dispute -- stuck

For Anthony, the true frustration was

(He couldn’t even convince people he

in his own under-responsive body forever,
never able to share his thoughts.

seeing that what they wished him to do

understood those concepts.) He could

and what he could do were miles apart.

not find his way out, and no one thought

Mrs. Lester took Anthony to the table to

to look and see if there might be more in

work individually on math skills. She spilled

him than what he showed behaviorally.

a small pile of wooden Popsicle sticks on

Loneliness and fear were the natural

the table and instructed him to give her one

outcomes. He felt so lonely.

stick. He gave her a Popsicle stick.
“Good job!” she exclaimed. Her spiky

His ideas were deeply trapped in his
mind, with no outlet. His hands couldn’t

And that is loneliness.
* Two Worlds, a book published by
Double Buck Publishing in 2018, offered
the excerpt of Chapter 4 , which was
formatted for the magazine reader
verbatim with only the exception of a
few names because of space or printing/
punctuation changes in one paragraph.

By Thomas A. McKean

D

Hello, parents.

either/or. We knew it always had to be

I understood one of the best things an

ue to a few

both/and. That’s the only way it should

advocate can do is listen to the parents.

counterproductive

work.

developments currently

We created autism awareness and

That’s not only because the parents
know their kids, it’s also because the

taking place in the

understanding across the globe. We gave

parents love their kids. It is because the

autism community, it

people an inside look at the disorder for

parents love their kids that they need

has become important to me that you

the first time, and I did a lot of private

support as well. They certainly do not need

know that, as an advocate, I personally

consulting for families and schools across

the hate, judgment, and condemnation

believe when you support the parent, you

the US and Canada. I occasionally worked

they have been receiving lately.

support the child.

also with various local, state, and federal

Granted, I am old school when it comes
to autism and advocacy. This is because

Over the last three decades, I have seen

legislators around the country, among

parents make incredible sacrifices. I have

other things. The other three also kept

seen them sacrifice their salaries, their

I started way back in 1992 as one of the

busy with advocacy elsewhere. I can’t

jobs, their homes, their friends, their

original four autism self-advocates, along

speak for them, but I can tell you, I myself

marriages, and, even, their lives. Parents

hair seemed to jab the air. She then asked

hold his pencil to write. His mind lacked

with Sean Barron, Donna Williams, and,

had no idea what I was doing in the

have died to save their kids with autism.

for two Popsicle sticks. He again gave

the means to order his hands to spell his

of course, Temple Grandin. Things were

beginning.

No greater love is there than this.

her one stick. Here was visible proof he

thoughts. His mouth might as well have

didn’t understand what a number was.

had no mind linked to it at all. All he had

“No, two,” she said. She counted out loud,

left was to mutter nonsensical sounds,

“One, two,” as she picked up the two sticks.

unintelligible words or retreat to the

“You do it,” she instructed.

sanctuary of Autismland.

His hand again picked up just one

scared him. In a system that assumed

was a fierce battle. Anthony’s mind

he had a severe language processing

was so angry with his body. He felt

disorder and interpreted his slow

humiliated once again. His triumphant

progress as being due to pervasive

body, as usual, had ignored his mind.

cognitive delays, Anthony could see no

It was programmed to pick up one.

hope for himself.

Period. The frustration Anthony felt was

Inside, he absolutely knew he was

overwhelming. He flapped and vocalized

intelligent. He already could read. He

for several minutes.

yearned so much to be able to express
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is the author
of two books.
His memoir,
Ido in
Autismland;

The long ABA lessons, year after year,

Popsicle stick. Inside Anthony there

Mrs. Lester watched with sympathy.

Ido Kedar, 25,

his thoughts and to let people know

Climbing Out
of Autism’s
Silent Prison, was published when he was
15 years old and has been translated into
five languages. His groundbreaking novel,
In Two Worlds, takes the reader into the
head and heart of a nonspeaking autistic
boy, Anthony. Ido has been a tireless
advocate, blogger (www.idoinautismland.
com), and public educator.

different then. We supported not only kids

No one had ever done what we were

Another thing that happened as a result

with autism, we supported the parents

doing before. We were blazing trails - skin

of the consulting, I was exposed to the

as well. We understood that it was never

of our teeth, seat of our pants - making

darker side of autism. I was thrown face

it up as we went along. The way we were

first right into it. I saw and worked with

viewed at the time, it was easy to get into

the more severe cases. I was punched,

a place where one thought one knew

beaten, bitten, screamed at, bruised,

everything. But being enough of sound

injured, peed on, and had my hair pulled.

mind to perceive reality, it didn’t take long

I was also loved.

for me to get over the I-Know-Everything

Though I have not had kids of my own, I

thoughts and recognize the obvious: the

have had the great pleasure of watching

parents knew their kids better than I did.

many of yours grow. You welcomed me

Just because I understood the basics of

into your homes for extended stays and

autism didn’t mean I knew everyone who

accepted me as family. I saw you and your

had it, what they were like, or what they

kids at your best and your worst, and you

needed. I quickly changed my approach to

saw the same of me.

advocacy by taking this into consideration.

Continued on page 30
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rest of the family. Lives are altered forever.

diagnosed tell you what autism is or is

This doesn’t always turn out to be a bad

not. Just because someone is online or

thing, but it is a challenge. It isn’t what

has a blog or a following doesn’t mean

you had planned. This isn’t Donna Reed

they know what they’re doing.

or Leave It to Beaver. This is you, stepping

I watched through the years as many
of your little ones grew into exceptional

• Don’t follow the ones who have never

out of your comfort zone. This is you,

moved away from the keyboard.

doing things you never thought you’d do,

Follow the advocates who have left

going places you never thought you’d go,

the house, dug their hands in, gotten

learning things you never thought you’d

them dirty, and who have made real

learn. This is you, loving your children

positive change in the lives of others.

enough to do whatever it takes to give

• Don’t believe people who tell you

them a fighting chance at happiness and

“the autistic community thinks…”

quality of life.

or “the autistic community feels…”

It’s okay to support Autism Speaks;

or “the autistic community prefers…”

adults, and I saw a few of them grow

it’s okay to wear a puzzle piece shirt or

Precious few have the valid authority

violent enough to have to be admitted to

jewelry; and it’s okay to say the word

to speak for the autistic community.

live-in residential facilities.
I have seen parents laugh and cry,

“Asperger’s.” It’s okay to do proper ABA,
and it’s okay to say “person with autism.”

Those who do -- all of them -- treat
parents with the respect they deserve.

struggle and soar. I have seen you

It’s also okay to do none of these things.

beaming with pride for your children,

And it’s okay to feel overwhelmed at times.

speak for the majority of people with

and I have seen you crying in fear,

It’s okay to cry.

autism. They do not. They just like to

wondering what the future of your kids

None of this makes you a bad person

• Don’t believe the ones attacking you

make noise.

would be once you were gone. I have seen

or a bad parent. I know some people say

Some other points of clarification…

mothers who couldn’t handle it, and I

it does. They’re wrong. Really. They don’t

• If the only experience they have

have seen mothers rise to the challenge.

know you. They don’t know your kids.

is they have been diagnosed with

I have seen fathers in denial, literally

They don’t know or understand what you

autism or advocacy and they think

running away to the point of cowardly

go through day to day. They have no idea

that involves bullying parents and

disowning their wives and children, and

what your life is like or the sacrifices you

judging others, it’s time to move on

I have seen fathers cover themselves

are making. But I do. I know the autism

to find someone who can actually

with puzzle piece tattoos, handing out

community. And I am telling you - it is

help you or who can at least give you

awareness literature to anyone willing to

okay to love your children.

some real support. They may think

receive it, and so much more.
I learned from all of this. I consider

Here are some tips that might help…

they understand themselves, but that

•D
 on’t allow anyone who has never

doesn’t mean they understand you or

myself fortunate to have seen the reality

talked to you, never met you or your

of what autism is. I have seen and worked

child, or has never met anyone else

with this in all of its iterations, from

with autism, tell you how to raise

person to the next. Appropriate

the most mild and almost nonexistent,

your kids.

advocacy means leaving some

to the most profoundly severe and

•D
 on’t allow anyone who has no

your child.
• Autism is extremely individual, one

personal beliefs at the door. It means

incapacitating, to everything in-between.

qualifications or training, who is

understanding that what is right for

It is because of all of this and more that

cowardly hiding behind a pseudonym

you may not be right for others. I know

I know - that I am certain - when you

online, tell you that you are a bad

what works for me, I know the things

support the parent, you support the child.

parent or you are doing something

that benefit me and keep me going.

wrong.

I know what I personally need to

Autism doesn’t just affect the child; it
affects the parents as well. And even the

•D
 on’t let anyone who is proudly self-

navigate through my own brand
of autism. I also know it is very

"Autism doesn’t just affect the child;
it affects the parents as well."
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unlikely the same will apply to you
and your child.
• My job is not to force you into what
works for me; my job is to find what
works for you and find a way to get

that going. Autism has changed in

• Once, it was understood that advocacy

the past thirty years, in ways we

was about support; now, it seems

never could have possibly imagined.

advocacy can deteriorate into attacks,

better than I do.
You know what will work for them
better than I do. I am not going to scream

Once there was a line, a clear

judging, and bullying others. As I

at you to do only what I do or to believe

separation between autism and a

said before, I am old school when it

only what I believe. That isn’t my job. It

bit of quirkiness. That separation no

comes to this. I believe in promoting

also certainly isn’t my job to make false

longer seems to exist. Once, it was

positive and affirmative autism

and baseless accusations about your

unthinkable that one would wish this

awareness while remaining based in

skills as a parent just because you may

upon oneself; now, it seems every

reality. Listen to the advocates who

say or do something that I personally

time we turn around, someone else is

are willing to listen to you. Leave the

don’t agree with. None of that is the job of

simply declaring themselves autistic

rest alone.

an advocate.

and claiming they know more about it
than anyone else. Ignore them.

I know it seems there are people

My job as an advocate is to support

out there who don’t get it, but I want

you on one of the most difficult (and

you to know that I do. (I have done

most rewarding) journeys a parent could

everything from talking to your kids

have. When you support the parent, you

now time for acceptance. What they

about superheroes for hours to changing

support the child.

don’t understand is we don’t get to

diapers on adults. So yeah - I get it.) I see

I believe this with all my heart. And

decide that. We don’t get to demand

you. I acknowledge you. I know you are

despite the way it currently looks, there

acceptance. We cannot force-feed or

out there. I know you exist. I know you

are others with autism out there who do

shove unwanted acceptance down

are doing the very best that you can, and

too. You are not alone. 

the unwilling throats of others. We

I acknowledge your sacrifices. I will never

• Some have been hollering that the
time for awareness is over, and it is

need to patiently remain promoting

hate you or attack you for loving your kids.

awareness for as long as it takes for

Yes, I understand there is controversy

the acceptance to come on its own.

around ABA, Autism Speaks, and the

Otherwise, it isn’t real, and all the

puzzle piece. Some of that controversy

work we have done so far will be for

is even valid, but the bottom line is I

nothing.

understand that you know your kids

Thomas Bio
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